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With this little coloring book, children can enter the magical world of the unicorn. The enchanting
mythical creature appears here in pastoral settings — reposing at a stream, prancing about near
a turreted castle, silhouetted against a starry sky, and in other natural scenes.Crayons, paints, or
felt-tip pens will animate these eight bold designs of the gentle beast. Young artists simply color
the pictures and then hang them near a source of bright light to produce a luminous glow.

From the Back CoverWith this little coloring book, children can enter the magical world of the
unicorn. The enchanting mythical creature appears here in pastoral settings—reposing at a
stream, prancing about near a turreted castle, silhouetted against a starry sky, and in other
natural scenes.Crayons, paints, or felt-tip pens will animate these eight bold designs of the
gentle beast. Young artists simply color the pictures and then hang them near a source of bright
light to produce a luminous glow.Original Dover (2000) publication.
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HODGEPODGESPV, “Unicorns are said to be good luck...these are for me!. I knew that I was
ordering a small sized book that was exactly what I wanted to color and give away to people I live
with in the nursing home to enjoy in their offices or give to the joy of 5 year olds. I've done them
with pencils and gel pens...I've even mixed the two mediums on some pages. It's great fun to
see the enjoyment of something I've created.Here's what I've discovered:One rule on every
page of every stained glass coloring book: Always put a blank piece of pager behind the one
you are working on or my eyes crossed...remember, the areas you are working on are SEE
THROUGH! Be nice to yourself and your eyes. Working this way also helps you see where you
missed spots that you want to go over...all yellows especially!Colored pencils (I use Arlana's
Vivid Colors because they are the smoothest without any scratchy bits inbeded) work well if I
were going to use them as package decorations or looking at them close up. On a window, they
just don't pop the way I want. I realize many stained glass works are pale. Though I must say,
parents of the 5 year olds who received them, just love them! I must admit, I really more enjoy
bright intense colors! That's me. You might favor the softer more...it's all a matter of personal
preference.Gel pens (I use Gel Pens 60 Pack with Case...the ones incased in a case almost as
long as I'm tall...under 5") because I like the glittery ones' effects on things like stars, all the
different parts of the unicorn, water, sand...you know things that glisten naturally. The gel pens
sometimes flow well which means I don't have to keep going over and over them to show up as
much as I want. If you look at the cover of the book, you can see what I mean...I'd do the stars,
moon, and unicorn with glitter pens; the 2 grass areas with one of the non-glittery greens. The
grey bit could be more grass or a rock or a cloud; it's open for your interpretation. I did some area
with colored pencils when I couldn't find the right gel pen to give me my right color. I do like the
gel pens for some of the tiny fiddly bits.OOPS! 'sorry, I forgot a WARNING! There is no way I
could fill in the unicorn manes and tails and stay between the lines! DON'T PANIC if you have a
similar problem! It will only show up close! On the window, the light only shows through the
positive bits (the area you color)! You won't see it on the window! PROMISE!!In the set I got,
there were 2 glitter pens that looked like they would fit my mental outcome for the mane and tail.
One was silver, the other almost looked like it might be a glittery black. On the velum, it comes
out more a glittery grey that sits on the paper better (ethically for me) and looked great to me on
all parts of the unicorn although I still like the yellow/gold one for the horn. The circles method
gave the coats an interesting effect. The silver horrified me as it is so glaring up closeI Later
used the grey glitter on the bodies in small overlapping circles that I liked up close and far away.
The silver looked good only in the window. I never tried the silver on the body but may try it on
one of the unicorns in new copy I've ordered. Flat white with pencil and gel pen just didn't do it
for me. Again, play and see what you like. There are NO RULES IN COLORING...if there are,
YOU ARE THE RULER!Oh, lines vs circles...I've used both and enjoyed the effects as typically
the glass used in real windows is often imperfect. In tiny areas I liked the overlapping little circles



best as they seemed to cover the areas faster and better. Again, try it and see what you like.I am
reordering this book again because I'm ordering some water color pen/brushes to see if they
work any better than the media I've tried so far. I ordered a colorless blender as I've heard them
(different reviewers on Amazon) say blenders will work on colored pencils, pens, and water
colors. I want to revisit the pictures to see if I can improve them. If I like them, I'll recall the earlier
ones and replace them with the new. (Altho I don't think the little ones will give them up! They
sound like they will just want more!) I like these little books because I can get quick gratification!
as well as practice and "trial and error" with different colors and media. I think they've got ones
that are letter paper size (and expensive). I want one but want to be most comfortable with all my
media first. They will be more expensive.If you've not figured it out by now, I do recommend
these little books for us "older kids" to play with.”

Tamie, “Beautiful! Exactly like pic. This book, along with Dovers other "little" book series are mini
book versions of their bigger nomal sized ones. So keep on mind when purchasing, that this will
be purse/adult palm sized. They are great for travel, doing projects, hanging in windows without
taking much space, etc. The type of paper used in this and the other dover stained glass books,
is a velum like paper. It is see-through and feels similiar to parchment paper. The purpose is to
make it appear like stained glass. So you can hang it in a window, or near any light source. This
type of paper, when light shines through it, it appears just like stained glass. I love these books. I
love the paper. I've never found any other brands with paper like this. I love hanging them in a
window.”

Rebecca, “Can't get enough of these little books!. I LOVE these little Dover stained glass
coloring books. I've purchased about 10 different varieties of them and we keep going through
them. They're small, only 8 pages in each book, but well worth the money in my opinion. When
my kids and I get one we sit down and do it all at once then add them to our window. I've found
that markers work better at first, but fade quicker than colored pencils so we opt to use those. I
highly recommend as a quick activity that you can use for awhile.”

Bryan, “Size. When we received the book my kids were so disappointed at how small it actually
was. The picture led them to believe that they would be getting one that was a bigger size”

capitalhoo, “Timeless cool coloring!. I'm in my late 20s now and I had loads of these books when
I was growing up and I really loved them, I have fond memories of coloring for hours and then
taping them up to my bedroom window. I wanted to pass along the memories to my little cousins
who are 5-8 so I bought a variety of books. Both girls and boys alike found themes they liked in
the Dover Stained Glass series, there are lots of different ones to choose from. The snowflake
ones were especially appropriate for the snow we just had and I received a photo of some
colored snowflakes taped on the window with snow in the background. Fun!”



Rebecca Stunkard, “Absolutely Adorable!!. Love this little book! It's exactly as described and I
plan to order more in the various available different themed mini books. They are going to look
so cute in my grandbaby's windows.”

VickiGordon, “Great Quick Colouring!!!. Lovely lovely lovely!!! Great designs! And perfect for a
quick picture to do! The quality of the paper is suitable for Sharpies, gel pens and fineliners!
None of which bled through. However, pencils did not show up at all. So i wouldnt reccomend if
you are a pencil user. You can see some of my finished designs on my facebook group Adult
Colouring Worldwide. Where we welcome members of all abilities to join and share their love of
Adult Colouring :)”

paula gorman, “Fun. Beautiful unicorn pictures. Eight detailed unicorn pictures. Fun for any age
highly recommend.”

Elizabeth Colley, “Beautifully Illustrated. Bought this for my granddaughter and she loved it.
Beautifully illustrated.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 556 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 8 pages
Reading age: 4 - 8 years
Grade level: Kindergarten - 3
Item Weight: 0.494 ounces
Dimensions: 4.25 x 0.25 x 5.75 inches
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